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The emergence of natural language

Today, reading:

Multi-agent cooperation and the emergence of
(natural) language

Lazaridou et al (2017)
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Preliminaries: reference
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A sample world

x1 ∈ tree′, old′,
beech′

x2 ∈ tree′, old′,
beech′

x3 ∈ tree′, old′, elm′

x4 ∈ tree′, old′, elm′

x5 ∈ tree′, young′,
elm′

x6 ∈ tree′, old′, oak′
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A sample grammar

Let’s assume a very simple grammar:
S –> NP VP
NP –> Det N
VP –> be A

a, all –> Det
tree, beech, oak, elm –> N
old, young –> A

With the appropriate agreement rules, this grammar generates
the following sentences:

[‘a elm is old’, ‘a elm is young’, ‘a tree is old’, ‘a tree is young’, ‘a oak
is old’, ‘a oak is young’, ‘a beech is old’, ‘a beech is young’, ‘all
beeches are old’, ‘all beeches are young’, ‘all trees are old’, ‘all trees
are young’, ‘all oaks are old’, ‘all oaks are young’, ‘all elms are old’,
‘all elms are young’]
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A sample interpretation function

We define ||.|| so that it returns:

• denotations for sentence constituents;

• a truth value for a proposition, together with a justification.

We encode the meaning of a and all in the denotation
function:1

• a + N returns the set of all singletons that are denoted by N.
Example: ||a beech|| returns {{x1}, {x2}}.

• all + N returns the set denoted by N.
Example: ||all beeches|| returns {{x1, x2}}.

1
Sorry, this is not Montagovian.
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A sample interpretation function

Output from the interpretation function, for each sentence
generated by the grammar:

Sentence Truth Justification
a elm is old True ||an elm|| ⊂ ||old ||
a elm is young True ||an elm|| ⊆ ||young||
all elms are young False ||all elms|| * ||young||
... ... ...
all beeches are old True ||all beeches|| ⊂ ||old ||
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A sample interpretation function

Output from the interpretation function, for each sentence
generated by the grammar:

Sentence Truth Justification
a elm is old True {{x3}, {x4}} ⊂ {x1, x2, x3, x4, x6}
a elm is young True {{x5}} ⊆ {x5}
all elms are young False {∅} * {x5}

... ... ...
all beeches are old True {{x1, x2}} ⊂ {x1, x2, x3, x4, x6}
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Reference in a truth-theoretic setup

Let’s assume two omniscient speakers, Vishnu and Artemis,
who know what there is in the world, and how to name it.

They share the same model M, including interpretation function
||.||, and the same grammar G.

||oak ||Vishnu = ||oak ||Artemis = ||oak ||
(the true denotation of oak ).

They can refer perfectly.
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A conversation between gods

Vishnu: All oaks are trees
Artemis: True.

Vishnu (lying): All oaks
are young.

Artemis: False.
Vishnu (lying again): You
know something I don’t.

Artemis: False.
Vishnu: <sigh>
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Pressure to be godly

Reference works better when
speakers have more complete
and more similar models:
pressure to be godly.

“We argue that conversation is
easy because of an interactive
processing mechanism that leads
to the alignment of linguistic
representations between
partners.” Garrod & Pickering
(2004)
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Conversational agents
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Conversational agents

• Artificial agents that can converse with humans.

• The first one is recognised to have been the
string-matching algorithm Eliza (Weizenbaum, 1966).
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My conversation with Eliza today

E: Hi, I’m Eliza.
A: Hi Eliza, how are things?
E: Are such questions often on your mind?
A: Oh yes, very often. I’m a semanticist, you see. I care about how things are.
E: How long have you been a semanticist, me see?
A: Quite a while. And although I’m not a syntactician, I note your grammar is a bit off...
E: Did you come to me because you are not a syntactician but you see my grammar is
a bit off?
A: No, of course not.
E: Are you sure?
A: I’m not sure of anything. I’m not a truth-theoretic semanticist.
E: How long have you been not sure of anything?
A: All my life. It’s getting worse.
...

http://manifestation.com/neurotoys/eliza.php3/
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How good they are today

vs.
Same agent! Vinyals & Le (2015)
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Multi-agent coordination

• Conversing / communicating / referring is about aligning /
coordinating with another.

• How can we develop a reference alignment system from
the ground up? What do we need to train it?
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Wizard-of-Oz environments

• See Mikolov et al (2015): A roadmap to AI (next slides are their
proposal).

• Machines at the kindergarten: a scripted environment that
prepares the machine for the ‘real world’.

• First step: learn language and concepts of the simulated
environment (reference).

• Subsequent steps: learn to perform tasks by interacting with a
human in the learnt language.

• The machine is expected to generalise from a few examples, at
the rate of a human.
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Aren’t blocks worlds old-fashioned?

• The idea of a simplified learning ecosystem must be justified.

• Winograd’s SHRDLU: a big success which wasn’t matched in
realistic situations.
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Aren’t blocks worlds old-fashioned?

• Given the current state of machine learning, exposing the
machine directly to the real-world does not allow it to learn
basic skills which it can then compose in more complex
environments (e.g. complexity of processing video).

• A simple environment lets us control what the machine
learns and in which ways it composes its skills: vital for
evaluation.

• Major difference with blocks worlds: the goal is to teach the
machine how to learn, rather than an exhaustive set of
skills for a particular world.
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Ecosystem description: agents

• Learner and Teacher: a machine and a hand-coded
evaluation system. The Teacher only knows the answers to
a small set of tasks, but this is supposed to be enough to
kick-start the machine’s generalisation capabilities.

• E.g. after being exposed to the scripted Teacher a little
while, the Learner should be able to drastically expand its
linguistic capabilites by interacting with a human.

• Environment: entirely linguistically defined (as in
old-fashioned adventure games).
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Ecosystem description: interface channels

• The Learner’s experience is entirely defined by its input
and output channels.

• Agents can write to the Learner’s input channel. Rewards
are also passed through that channel.

• Simple, symbolic ways to represent who the message
comes from/is addressed to.
E.g. T: message from the teacher.
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Ecosystem description: rewards

• Rewards can be positive or negative (1/− 1): either ‘pats
on the back’ from Teacher/human, or Environment rewards
such as food.

• Important: the agent has an ‘innate’ notion of reward. It
does not need to learn the concept.

• Rewards become sparser as the Learner’s intelligence
evolves (more emphasis on the long term).

• An ‘adult’ machine is expected to have learnt
‘self-rewarding’, e.g. a notion of curiosity.
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Ecosystem description: incremental structure

• The Learner can be seen as progressing through ‘levels’.
Knowledge from previous levels are necessary for new
levels.

• Right at the beginning, the Learner must learn to
communicate and perform simple algorithms.

• Subsequently, it is encouraged to use creative thinking:
e.g. if being trapped somewhere in the Environment, it
must develop its own strategies to get out.

• Time out: the Learner interacts with other agents (including
Environment) without a task. It is encouraged to develop
curiosity and knowledge that will be beneficial in future
tasks.
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Learning language

• Input to Learner:
• Messages from Teacher: T:
• Messages from Environment: E:
• Messages from Reward: R:

• Output from Learner: as above, prefixed by @. E.g. @T
is message to Teacher.

• Full stop: end-of-message delimiter.

• Ellipsis: unreported sequence of messages (e.g. Learner
explores some solutions before finding the right one).
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Learning to issue Environment commands
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Learning to segment commands
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Associating language to actions

• Only get reward when associating the Teacher’s
commands to state of the world and appropriately
performing actions.
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Learning to generalise

• Variety in the tasks and interactions should teach the
Learner the need for compositionality.

• E.g. it should understand that turning left and turning right
share properties (the view over the Environment changes).
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Learning to generalise
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Learning higher-order constructs
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Interactive communication
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Problems with the approach

• The scripted environment approach is very attractive but it
is also very expensive.

• The environment and the teacher have to be written down
manually.

• We must decide which tasks are the ’right ones’ to start
learning.

• Despite all best efforts, the environment will always be a
much poorer version of the world.
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Lewis signaling game

• The Lewis signaling game is a type of signaling game
which emphasises common interest between players.

• Reference is a game in which common interest in core: we
want to understand each other, with the understanding that
this will be beneficial.
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Lewis signaling game

• Two players: a sender and a receiver. The world is in
some state.
• The sender has two properties:

• they know the state of the world;
• they have signals that they can send to the receiver.

• The receiver has two properties:
• they don’t know the state of the world;
• they have to take some action in response to a signal from

the sender.

• Both sender and receiver prefer that the receiver takes the
correct action.
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Nash equilibria

• The players of a game are in a Nash equilibrium is no
player can benefit from changing his or her strategy.

• Some Nash equilibria lead to language emergence while
others don’t.

• So in which conditions will a signaling game cause the
appearance of a language?
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The experimental setup
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The general framework

The sender is given two images and generates a word to ‘refer’ to one of the shown
objects. The receiver must ‘point’ at the image the sender referred to. Whenever

reference succeeds, both agents get a +1 reward.
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Images

• 463 concepts from McRae dataset (2005).

• For each concept, 100 images are randomly sampled from
ImageNet.

• Objects pairs are created by randomly sampling from each
concept.

• Images are processed through VGG ConvNet.
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The agents

• Both agents are feedforward networks.
• The sender:

• input: two images, the target always in first position;
• output: a word from a fixed vocabulary (10 or 100 symbols).

• The receiver:
• input: two images in random order, as well as the word

generated by the sender;
• desired output: a pointer to the image referred to by the

sender.
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The agnostic sender

• Maps both image vectors
onto an embedding space
of specific dimensionality
with sigmoid activation.

• The concatenation of these
units is fully connected
with the output layer.
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The informed sender

• Maps both image vectors
onto an embedding space
of specific dimensionality
with sigmoid activation.

• Applies convolutions over
the embeddings, followed
by a sigmoid activation.

• Applies one last
convolution over the first
one, going into the output
layer.
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The receiver

• Maps both image vectors
onto an embedding space
of specific dimensionality.

• Compute dot product
between symbol and each
image separately.

• Desired output: the dot
product of the symbol with
the ‘correct’ image is
higher than with the
incorrect one.
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Training: REINFORCE

• Training is performed using Reinforcement Learning

• Sender’s policy: s(θS(iL, iR, t)) ∈ V , where θS(iL, iR, t) is the
input and V the vocabulary.

• Receiver’s policy: r(iL, iR, s(θS(iL, iR, t))) ∈ {L,R}.
• Loss function: −Er̂ [R(r̂)] where R is the reward function

returning 1 if the receiver guesses the image correctly.
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Training:REINFORCE

• REINFORCE is a class of algorithms (Williams, 1992)
used for reinforcement learning in neural nets.

• Weight update is performed by calculating an error
dependent on the difference between the reward the agent
got and the reward we wished for.
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Evaluation
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Communication success

• Agents manage to coordinate
with near-perfection after
around 1000 games,
regardless of architecture /
hyperparameters.

• The informed sender tends to
use more words out of the
vocabulary. In fact, the
agnostic sender only uses 2!

• Is the informed sender using
a lot of synonyms?
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Communication success

• Construct a matrix with rows
= image pairs and columns =
referring symbol.

• Decompose through SVD. If
the sender is using high
synonymy, we should expect
only a few high-valued
dimensions.

• To explain all of the variance,
we need ≈ 50 dimensions.
So the informed sender is not
particularly redundant.
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Discussion of results
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Semantic properties

• Reminder: the initial vocabulary has no meaning – it is just
a set of variables.

• If semantics has truly emerged, we should see some clear
relationship between the used symbols and the images
they refer to.

• Since the images were taken from 20 McRae categories,
we would expect objects from the same category to
activate the same symbols.
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Semantic properties

• Plots of image vectors
color-coded by majority
symbols assigned to them.
Purity of clusters is not
very high, but significantly
higher than chance (see
table in last slide).
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Semantic properties

• How can we change the game to encourage agents to
develop ‘proper’ human semantics?

• Remove ‘common knowledge’, i.e. all low-level facts that
agents could coordinate on (the exact shape of the
picture).

• Put variance on the images whilst keep high-level classes
intact (e.g. the sender sees a Terrier for the dog class, but
the receiver sees a Chihuahua – they should coordinate on
some dog property).
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Semantic properties

• Purity increases somewhat
when encouraging
alignment at the class
level.
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Introducing human language
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AlphaGo

• AlphaGo showed that
mixing supervised training
from human games with
RL (playing against
oneself), high performance
learning could be
achieved.

• Can we add a human in
the reference loop?
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The classification task

• Add to the system an object classification task: supervised
training.

• The sender alternates between classification (learning that
a dog is called dog) and playing the reference game with
the other agent.

• The receiver still doesn’t know that a dog is called a dog,
but tries to learn it from the sender.
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Experimental setup

• Supervised training is provided for 100 labels.

• The embedding layer used in the reference task is shared
with the classification task.

• The output switches between activating a particular symbol
for reference or activating a symbol for classification.
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Results

• Supervision has no negative effect on alignment.

• The sender increases its use of different symbols (88) and
purity increases to 70%.

• In 47% of cases, the sender uses the ‘human’ symbol for
the object.
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Discussion

• Interestingly, even when the picture cannot be labeled with
one of the symbols in the 100-word vocabulary, the agent
chooses the most interpretable symbol.

• The trained agents are made to play another reference
game (ReferItGame: Kasemzadeh et al, 2014) with
different scenes and objects.

• In most cases, the images refer to things that are not in the
learnt vocabulary.
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Human annotation

• We’ll assume that the agent did its best, with the symbols
at its disposal!

• We can check the goodness of the produced label by
asking humans to play the receiver, given the produced
symbols.
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Human annotation

• In 68% of the cases, the humans can guess the right
image given the label produced by the sender.

• So added supervised learning has provided some
grounding for machine-human communication.

• Often, the sender has established a metonymic link
between symbol and image (e.g. symbol dolphin used for
sea).
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